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During the weekend, architects and designers will travel come from all 
over Asia to Hangzhou, to catch-up with old friends and meet their peers, 
rejuvenate, share ideas, and be inspired by the local culture and designers 
based in Hangzhou, China and beyond. 

Design Life Hangzhou could not have happened without the selfless support 
and assistance of our Hangzhou and China graduates; Aimolii Zhang, Michael 
Ma, Henfry Marvin, Amy PingYan and Esther Qian who volunteered their time 
and effort in the process of making Design Life Hangzhou a great design event 
for everyone to come and enjoy. We would also like to thank Charles Dewanto 
(our co-organiser in Bali) as well as Dr. Ross McLeod and Chloe Zhu who 
cordinated the project from the RMIT University side and worked tirelessly 
as curators and producers of the Design Life Exhibition. Finally we also like to 
thank the Australian Consulate General Shanghai and the Friends of Design 
Life, who believed in our vision and supported us. We are forever grateful!

Together with our Hangzhou hosts and our partners, we would like to extend 
our warmest welcome to Design Life Hangzhou and invite you all to explore 
the beauty and creativity which the event will encompass.

Jindee Chua and Suriawati Qiu
Event Organisers

FOREWORD

Da Jia Hao! 大家好！

When Design Life began in 2009, it was imagined as a design event in which 
everyone could share and learn from each other, exchanging each of their 
unique professional journeys, thus enriching and inspiring each other to grow, 
and make a difference in their local communities. 

Now in our fifth Design Life event, it is heartening to see that this spirit is 
well and very much alive. In a world where social media and internet is fast 
replacing human interaction, Design Life strives to maintain that close human 
connection and be that platform for like-minded designers to come together 
and hopefully open up possibilities for future collaborations and meaningful 
projects.

Design Life participants are seen as a community of friends gathered together 
from the architecture, design and art alumni of RMIT. There is a good mix 
of the younger generation and more senior architects and designers in the 
growing Design Life community who come together every two years to catch 
up and be amazed by new things. 

Hangzhou China was chosen as our Design Life city this year as it fulfils all the 
requirements of a great host; a nurturing city close to nature which is relatively 
not-too-fast pace and one that is currently having an extremely exciting time in 
terms of its architecture, design and creative scene, thanks to China’s energetic 
head-on expansion on the world stage. 
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In 2009 Suriawati Qiu and Jindee Chua contacted me about an idea for an 
alumni event they wished to host. The idea sparked our imaginations and 
within half a day we had come up with the name, designed the logo and 
developed the program for the first Design Life. Of course this makes it sound 
like it is an easy exercise to organise such an event, however while we had the 
vision and structure in place in one burst of creativity, the hard graft was about 
to begin. With the guidance and mentorship of Professors Andrea Mina and 
Sand Helsel the first Design Life was realised in Ubud, Bali.

Little did we realise that over the following eight years the event would evolve 
and travel across Asia to be hosted in: Bangkok, Thailand (2012); Seoul, South 
Korea (2013), Penang, Malaysia (2017) and this year in Hangzhou, China. 
With each Design Life the event has grown and diversified. The original core 
of alumni from the RMIT School of Architecture and Design has expanded to 
include graduates from the Schools of Art, Media and Communication, and 
Fashion. 

Over the eight years RMIT graduates have joined the Design Life family through 
social media forums, by submitting work and attending the events, and have 
remained dedicated and enthusiastic advocates of the importance of the 
event. With each Design Life the community of alumni grows as each gathering 
attracts graduates from the cities and countries in which the event takes place. 

Within RMIT, Design Life is now recognised as an important initiative within 
the University and it now garners support from the Deans of Schools, the Pro 
Vice-Chancellor of the College and the RMIT Alumni Association, who this year 
distributed the call for entries to over 4000 RMIT graduates in the fields of 
architecture, design and art.



Elsewhere across the world, RMIT graduates are making their mark. Anita Gigi 
Budai has recently designed the exhibition for Tracey Moffat’s retrospective 
in the Australian Pavilion at the 2017 Venice Biennale; Shann Yong’s proposal 
for the restoration and renovation of Shoreditch Station in London has been 
highly commended in an international competition; and Toto Hu’s designs for 
bridges in Prague, Korea and China foreground the move towards practices 
that embrace a global identity.

This global approach to architecture and design heralds a new era of practice 
in the twenty first century in which population growth, the expansion of 
cities and issues of sustainable systems and lifestyles are paramount. At the 
forefront of design practice focused on these issues are established RMIT 
alumni. In the exhibition, James Brearley from BAU and Sacha Coles from 
ASPECT present large scale landscape architecture projects which seek to 
combine programmatic solutions to issues of urban density in environmental 
and socially sustainable ways. While Alan Kueh addresses cost effective 
innovations in sustainable design in large scale housing complexes.

As we prepare to meet the challenges of the new millennium it is heartening 
to see the breadth and depth of the work being produced by RMIT 
Architecture, Design and Art Alumni. The work in the exhibition is infused with 
both optimism and sensitivity. It is characterised by a refined appreciation of 
the role and responsibilities that designers have in the contemporary world. As 
the graduates tackle the demands of new technologies and modes of living, it 
is gratifying to see them map a course of practice that prioritises the value of 
human experience. 

Dr Ross McLeod
Exhibition Curator

The exhibition celebrates the diversity of approaches to design that the 
pedagogy of RMIT promotes and includes work from graduates at all stages of 
their career, from young graduates displaying their first independent works as 
designers to directors of large design firms who are operating across the globe, 
shaping large scale architectural and urban infrastructure projects that meet 
the needs of the world’s population in the twenty first century.

At the heart of the Design Life community are a core of graduates who have 
been part of the event from its inception. Architects Richard Hassell and Tzu 
Yin Ho and Fashion Designer Nic Wong (all of whom are based in Singapore) 
have submitted work for every one of the Design Life exhibitions. Over that 
time we have seen these graduates practices grow, their experience deepen 
and their confidence and identity as designers mature. 

In contrast to this we have been delighted to receive work from many recent 
graduates. These include the new breed of designers such as Hoa Meng, 
Ryan Pennings and Johan Hermijanto who are embracing the technological 
potentials of digital and robotic fabrication to redefine the foundations of 
contemporary design, manufacturing and construction.

In other projects, the products of cross-cultural fusion between Australia 
and China are in plain sight. Michael Yizhou Ma’s Piccolo Mondo Café, which 
transplants the influence of coffee culture Michael experienced as a student 
in Melbourne into the small Chinese city of Tongxiang, is a perfect example 
of the value of an international education. Similarly, Jane Caught and Sibling 
have transformed the iconic Builders Arms, an Australian style public bar in the 
Melbourne suburb of Abbotsford, into a contemporary Chinese restaurant.
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SOUTH MELBOURNE APARTMENT RENOVATION

We transformed this South Melbourne apartment kitchen, dining and living 
layout by creating a practical, flexible and beautiful space for a modern couple. 
Every proportion is considered with the intent to maximize usable area, 
improve functionality and be aesthetically pleasing. The “L” shaped kitchen 
allowed the space to merge with the dining and living area. The moveable 
island bench table arrangement, gives the space the option to reconfigure and 
expand to suit different needs, from daily use of the breakfast bar and dining 
table to the weekend dinner hosting with friends and the occasional party. 
The kitchen dining area employs a textured light colour palette and considered 
joinery proportions, creating a clear kitchen composition that comes together 
with the white glazed splashback and feature lighting. 

Monia Basso is a Brazilian-Australian architect based in Melbourne. Born in Caxias do Sul, Monia 
completed her higher education in Melbourne (RMIT) after moving to Australia in 2007. As the 
architect director at Monia Basso Architects, an international practice with projects in Australia 
and Brazil, Monia has been able to create and deliver domestic and commercial projects that 
reflect her passions. “I design spaces for people. I design them to be practical, beautiful and 
elegant, and therefore, timeless. I rely on experience, intuition and technical knowledge to develop 
unique design solutions, to budget, crafted to every individual client that are place specific. I have 
always been passionate about people and what makes them happy and comfortable in the world.” 

monia basso
architect

melbourne, australia

architecture 2013



JIANGYIN ARBOUR PARK

The project was conceived as two threads of circulation; one exploring the 
urban axis and the other exploring the local linear park. In this way what could 
have been just another dis-connected link in a broken chain of open space has 
become a major urban intervention. The design interfaces with the Jiangyin 
stadium and retail district through legible circulation short cuts connecting 
to these facilities. The park’s city street frontages contain plazas with active 
commercial edges. Zig-zag pedestrian ramps with arbours create lush pocket 
parks with vertical enclosing form. 

The axial promenade provides space for active and passive programs for all 
ages. Beneath and above the elevated walkways are pavilions with services, 
restroom amenities, retail outlets, restaurants, cafes and tea houses. These 
pavilions each go beyond the environmental code and utilise passive solar 
control, natural lighting and cross ventilation. Social sustainability is addressed 
through public space and the provision of activities for all generations. Health 
benefits are achieved by the sports programs and the encouragement of 
walking and riding.

James Brearley is the founding director of BAU, an architecture, planning and landscape 
architecture practice with offices in Melbourne and Shanghai. Led by partners James Brearley 
and Fang Qun, BAU is a multi-disciplinary team integrating all aspects of the built environment. 
James is Adjunct Professor at RMIT University, Melbourne, and a member of the Planning Institute 
of Australia and the Australian Institute of Architects. He has twenty-five years of experience in 
architecture, landscape architecture, urban design and planning. He has designed and realized 
award winning projects in Australia and overseas. 

james brearley
architect

melbourne / shanghai

architecture 1989



AUSTRALIAN PAVILION AT THE 2017 VENICE BIENNALE

Intimacy, ambience, a dream-like state, enclosed/not enclosed - these were 
the themes I was asked to explore for the spatial design of Tracey Moffatt’s 
exhibition entitled My Horizon. My thinking around the project resonated 
through visual cues and thought patterns from Tracey Moffat and the 
perceptive and poetic descriptions by curator Natalie King. My role was to 
design the look and feel of the space to complement the artist’s work and 
configure the space to allow for large numbers of people to flow through but 
allow for intimacy and separation of the bodies of work. 

The design uses a series of curved portals to set the scene and directs the gaze 
onto the next setting of work. The intent was to break away from the cubic 
structure of the space and the all white interior, to soften the edges and create 
a layered tableau. The central room housing Passage was envisaged as a jewel 
box as an intimate enclosed space for the works. From here the rest of the 
works both photographs and film works radiate in a horizontal format - much 
like a filmstrip; an architectural frieze and the horizon that is key to Moffat’s 
work.

Anita Gigi Budai Exhibition Designer creates interior environments to dramatically experience all 
forms of art. Budai has worked alongside Australia’s leading iconic museums and galleries working 
on exhibitions including Tracey Moffat My Horizon, David Bowie Is, Scorsese, Degas: A New Vision, 
Hollywood Costumes and Replay Marclay. Founded in 2010 the studio works with strength and 
conviction to achieve a poetic vision, which is reflected in the choice of forms, materiality, colours 
and pathways. The journey into Budai’s exhibition is to peel one layer of her design after the next 
until all is revealed to the viewer.

anita gigi budai
exhibition designer

united kingdom

interior design 2003



RICKY & PINKY

Sibling was charged with transforming the eating area of Andrew McConnel’s 
iconic Melbourne drinking house The Builder’s Arms into a relaxed Chinese 
food offering. Borrowing from disparate references such as Shanghai Art Deco 
and the ubiquitous Australian suburban Chinese restaurant; Sibling conceived 
of the space as a series of courtyards, each entry marked by an ornate golden 
‘gate’.

The culture of sharing food is marked by a series of focal tables that amplify 
subjective experience through warped reflections and circular geometry. 
Exaggerated terrazzo lazy susan’s grace the tables and add an element of 
tactility for the diner, as well as an enhanced shared dining experience.

Sibling Architecture creates environments that make people’s lives better, by interrogating 
our changing landscapes and offering intelligent spatial responses. We realise this through 
architecture, urban design, landscape architecture and strategic design that explores all scales 
and types of building: cultural, commercial, domestic, institutional and landscape. Our research-
based approach, which includes a passion to explore social needs and desires, strengthens each 
project with fresh ideas and forms. Sibling fosters close relationships with clients and collaborators 
globally; with recent or current projects in Europe, China, South-East Asia and Australia. Some of 
these clients include RMIT University, Vice Media, Squint/Opera and a host of private clients. The 
practice is directed by Amelia Borg, Nicholas Braun, Jane Caught, Qianyi Lim and Timothy Moore.

jane caught
architect

melbourne, australia

architecture 2004



THE BIONIC: HIGH-TECH OFFICE

We aimed to produce an innovative design for an office for an aircraft company 
with cutting-edge technology. Inspired by futuristic artificial intelligence (AI) 
ideas, this design incorporates interactive walls, floor and ceiling, backed 
by an integrated smart mechanical and electrical system. The microscopic 
honeycomb structure of bird’s bones influenced the design of the organic 
interconnected spaces, to bring about openness, flexibility, ergonomics and 
dynamism. Buckminster Fuller’s geodesic triangles and Ron Resch’s origami 
folding patterns provided the concepts for the formation of the complex 
shapes. 

The final result is a stylishly designed environment in which employees can 
enjoy working and interacting with others easily, leading to more creativity 
and higher productivity. The spaces can also be transformed flexibly to 
accommodate more employees in future, similar to how the womb expands 
organically in adapting to the foetus’s growth during pregnancy. Both form and 
function were explored in this design without either one being sacrificed for 
the sake of the other.

KC CHONG worked at several renowned and leading architectural firms such as TR Hamzah & 
Yeang and DP Architects before leaving to setup XFORM Design Studio LLP. In his architectural 
career, he has overseen architectural design and project management for several significant high 
profile projects in Singapore and Malaysia. KC’s interest and capabilities range from “minimalist” 
to “deconstructivist” design styles with highly ‘out-of-the-box’ creativity. His awards include: First 
Class Honours in Architecture, RMIT, Australia; International Student Scholarship, RMIT, Australia; 
Interior Design Merit Award 2006, MIID, Malaysia.

kuet chin chong
architect

singapore

architecture 1999



CUSHCUSH GALLERY

CushCush Gallery is conceived as a platform for creative collaborations 
in contemporary design + art. It is an alternative gallery that embraces 
interactions and celebrates multi-disciplinary creativity through explorations 
of the intersection of art, design, materiality, techniques and crafts. CushCush 
Gallery is envisioned as a little oasis within the hectic city of Denpasar, Bali.

Accessed through a small lane, the gallery sits within CushCush studio, a 
sprawling space that used to be a disused garment factory. The gallery consists 
of a main exhibition space with three smaller studio spaces that can support a 
wide variety of creative programs, as well as a space for showcasing artworks 
and limited-edition design objects and furniture. Through its year-round 
program of curated exhibitions, residencies and collaborations, CushCush 
Gallery seeks to facilitate exchanges between Bali and an international 
community of artists, designers and creatives.

CushCush has developed art + design projects that are opportunities for in-depth research and 
multi-disciplinary collaborations. In 2010, CushCush jointly with Singapore-based art collective 
Beautiful/Banal, produced INSITU Tenganan, an artists travelogue project looking at the ancient 
living village of Tenganan in Bali. In 2016, CushCush launched LagiLagi which means ‘again and 
again’ in Bahasa Indonesia, as a way to give back to Bali. The social initiative up-cycles production 
off-cuts into beautiful, everyday objects and sold at special events and selected vendors in Bali. 
Funds raised are then channelled to Charcoal For Children (CFC) program, an annual creative 
program targeted for young children in Bali.

art + design gallery
denpasar, bali

architecture 1999

jindee chua



THE GOODS LINE 

The Goods Line in Ultimo brings the vision of a more connected, sustainable 
and innovative Sydney one step closer to reality. A New South Wales 
Government initiative, this unique elevated city park has seen a disused rail 
corridor reimagined as a leafy, energised public campus in the heart of one of 
the most densely populated, urbanised and formerly disconnected parts of 
Sydney.

This linear park is filled with ‘social infrastructure’ such as bleachers, seats, an 
amphitheatre, Wi-Fi facilities, a play-space, ping pong tables and raised lawns, 
supporting the burgeoning public life of the city. Loaded with civic ambition 
and public purpose, The Goods Line is a place which speaks to a new kind of 
social infrastructure for the city, where multiple opportunities for gathering, 
playing, and exchange of ideas can occur.

Sacha Coles is the Sydney based Director of ASPECT Studios. He is a Landscape Architect who 
is internationally recognised for his work which primarily focuses on the design of highly active 
public places. Sacha is a former State President and a Fellow of the Australian Institute of 
Landscape Architects and he is the inaugural Landscape Architecture Adjunct Professor at UTS. He 
has been awarded multiple international and national awards for his projects including the Prime 
Minister’s Australian Award for Urban design, The International Federation of Landscape Architects 
Presidents Award, and The AILA ‘Medal’ on multiple occasions.

sacha coles
landscape architect

sydney, australia

landscape architecture 1997



AJ8

AJ8 is a half-scale model of the space in which it was exhibited, rotated and 
flipped upside-down. Built as an inhabitable inflatable structure that softens 
and disrupts its surrounding environment, it housed an exhibition of smaller 
works and acted as a temporary lecture theatre and event space. By repeating 
the gridded dot pattern, moments of alignment and misalignment occurred, 
creating a further sense of instability and contingency between the two 
interior spaces. 

The project was part of the examination exhibition of Chris Cottrell’s PhD 
by creative practice in the RMIT School of Architecture and Design. This 
research, titled Architectural Judo: Relational Techniques for Building Events, 
investigated the kinds of actions creative practices can employ when moving 
with and within the spatiotemporal complexity of a forming situation, or 
atmosphere. It responded to the challenges for creative practices engaged with 
a heightened sense of interconnectedness that arises from an ‘atmospheric’ 
understanding of experience as an ecology of relations.

Chris Cottrell is a lecturer in the Interior Design program at RMIT University in Melbourne, 
Australia. Chris’ previous training in architecture at the University of Auckland and further studies 
in fine art at the Edinburgh College of Art is reflected in his creative practice, which operates 
across installation and performative art, architecture and interior design. He has exhibited 
extensively in New Zealand, Australia and the United Kingdom and held artist residencies in 
Piran, Slovenia, the Orkney Islands, Scotland and Fox Glacier, New Zealand. He has presented 
at numerous international conferences and his writing has been published in Leonardo, IDEA 
Journal, International Journal of Interior Architecture + Spatial Design and Interstices: Journal of 
Architecture and Related Arts. 

chris cottrell
installation and performative art

melbourne, australia

doctor of philosophy 2017



STICKS AND STONE

Sticks and Stone is a house renovation project located in a typical housing 
estate in Bali. The concept of this project is to create an addition that allows 
its user to experience a sense of nature without compromising privacy and 
comfort within an urbanized area. The existing house was a fifteen year old 
two storey building that is structurally sound, which needed a reorganisation  
of the common spaces in order to accommodate open plan living. 

The proposed addition is a two storey structure that infills a small disused 
courtyard space in the middle of the house. In this way the new addition 
creates a bigger living room, a new master ensuite, and a study alcove. The 
extension is tied together by a timber framed enclosure that contains a front 
yard space separating the street and the new living room. This timber framing 
continues to the second floor forming the master ensuite space that is lined 
with timber detailing from wall, ceiling, and its built-in joinery. 

Charles Dewanto is an architect practicing in Bali. Previously he has worked for boutique 
architecture practices both in Perth and Melbourne, Australia. Since moving to Bali, Charles started 
his own architecture studio called ARCC. As a young practice, ARCC is still eager to learn and is 
enjoying the process of discovery on how to create an innovative design practice. These processes 
are drawn from different experiences such as having an internship program and workshop with 
RMIT, cross-discipline collaborations, and joint ventures with other architecture practices both 
locally and abroad. ARCC projects are always drawn to push the boundary between architecture, 
building materials, and craftsmanship. These combination creates a distinct solution for each 
project and sometimes the process of discovery leads to a small innovation. Currently, ARCC is 
working on residential, commercial, and hospitality projects both in Indonesia and Australia. 

charles dewanto
architect

bali, indonesia

architecture 2009



FITZROY RESIDENCE

Doherty Design Studio undertook the complete interior planning, design and 
decoration of a three story terrace in Fitzroy. At the heart of the brief was to 
create an understated luxury retreat befitting of the architecture. Natural light, 
a strong emphasis on entertaining and a connection to the outdoors on all 
levels was important.

The design is underpinned by a series of spatially diverse zones with a strong 
graphic bent. Spaces, their sequence and the maximising of natural light were 
critical to the success of the project. Materials, textures and forms were key 
to visually defining and balancing the spaces throughout, as well as assisting 
to counteract the long open-plan and narrow width (only seven metres) of the 
building.

The aesthetic is rich with layering of ceramic tiles, mirror, steel mesh, fluted 
glass, terrazzo tiles, stone, light and dark timber veneers, timber-lined ceilings 
and oak floors. An engaging palette of greens, grey and black against soft white 
conveys a dynamic, yet muted sense of luxury.

Doherty Design Studio is a multi-disciplinary design practice based in Melbourne. The studio 
creates tailored residential and commercial environments from concept through to completion 
throughout Australia. The studio draws on the strength of its professional in-house team and 
collaborations with some of Australia’s leading creatives. It aims to enhance an interior experience 
through intuitive, holistic design principles and bespoke finishes that express individuality.

mardi doherty
interior designer

melbourne, australia

interior design 1994



ONE O ONE

The two projects featured here capture the approach to design developed by 
One O One architecture. TTo (‘Once more’) is a restaurant that includes lounge, 
gallery and library space for an office in Seoul. The building had been used by 
different purposes for many years. The approach to the design exposed and 
incorporated the functional and structural history of the building onto which 
we layered a new story.

The Korea Craftsmanship Factory project was designed for a group who 
studies traditional Korean culture and heritage. The site is located in a 
distinctive geographical position next to the historic Gyeongbok-gung Palace 
in Seoul.  The space was converted into a craft atelier that features traditional 
architecture, attire and gastronomy. Within the space, examples of past 
practices and traditions merge with the exposed modern architectural space, 
forming an inosculation of past and present, time and space. 

After graduating from Interior Design at RMIT Eun Bi Go returned to Korea and started work at 
architecture/interior firms and has been a project architect in ONE O ONE since 2015. Experience 
in the residential, retail, office and exhibition design fields has enabled her to think about how 
space, history and socio-cultural phenomena mutually communicate with the user. She views her 
design practice as an ongoing discourse upon the issues of the essence of space. This involves 
engaging in conceptual logic and the intuitive senses in order to reconcile spatial organization 
within the experience and context of daily life.

eunbi go
interior architecture

seoul, south korea

interior design 2010



NH_3 

NH_3 is a three storey house with a basement designed for a family of six 
situated in Zhongshan City, China. The house stands out from the rest of the 
traditional and typical pitched roof houses around the neighbourhood. With 
a site area of 400m2, the architectural concept revolves around the play of 
extruded box volumes which house different programs. 

The ground floor is conceived as an open plan around the vertical core of the 
house. A double-volume living space allows an abundance of sunlight and 
cross-ventilation. The owner, being an hotelier, loves entertaining his friends 
and hence the dining room space is designed to extend and open towards the 
lift lobby, which acts as a secondary dining space whenever a dinner party of 
more than ten is held. Each bedroom is designed with a pocket of green space 
that not only acts as a privacy buffer from the main road, but also gives the 
users ample amount of interaction with greenery.

chester goh 
              chujun li

architects

zhongsan city, china

architecture 2012

Having interned and worked for architecture and interior firms in Melbourne, Singapore and 
Beijing, Chester and Esther relocated to Zhongshan City in China to oversee the design and 
construction of a friends house. That was the beginning of their practice, CE-ST design studio 
was formed in 2014 with the partners and a part-time intern staff. Today CE-ST is a young and 
an emerging design practice that has grown to a staff strength of thirty five. CE-ST provides 
architecture, interior design, planning and building construction services and works closely with 
several local design institutes in China.



OASIA HOTEL DOWNTOWN

A verdant tower of green in the heart of Singapore’s dense Central Business 
District (CBD), Oasia Hotel Downtown is a prototype of land use intensification 
for the urban tropics. Unlike the sleek and sealed skyscrapers that evolved out 
of the temperate west, this tropical “living tower” offers an alternative image 
to the sleek technology of the genre. 

The tower carves out its own internal spaces and dynamic views instead of 
relying on external vistas for visual interest. Each sky garden is treated as an 
urban scale verandah, sheltered at high level by the preceding sky garden 
and open sided for formal and visual transparency. The openness also allows 
breezes to pass through the building for good cross-ventilation. In this way, the 
public areas become functional, comfortable, tropical spaces with greenery, 
natural light and fresh air instead of enclosed, internalised air conditioned 
spaces.

The tower’s red aluminium mesh cladding is designed as a backdrop that 
reveals itself in between twenty one different species of creepers, with 
colourful flowers interspersed among green leaves, providing food for the birds 
and insects. 

The architecture of WOHA, founded by Wong Mun Summ and Richard Hassell in 1994, is notable 
for its constant evolution and innovation. WOHA conceptualizes all aspects of the architectural 
process, and environmental principles have always been fundamental to the work of the 
practice, which is guided by a commitment to responsive place-making and to the creation of an 
invigorating and sustainable architecture. WOHA have developed a unique approach to tropical 
architecture and urbanism, weaving landscape and community space through porous structures. 
The practice currently has projects under construction in Singapore, India, Australia and Indonesia.

richard hassell
founding director

singapore

master of architecture 2002



GOLD FOR SHORE

Marvellous Melbourne is a city built on gold. Developed especially for the 
National Gallery of Victoria (NGV) design store, Gold For Shore is a limited 
edition jewellery collection for the 2016 NGV Jewellery Commission; a 
collection of fifty unique pieces of jewellery, 3D printed in gold plated steel. 
The individual pieces combine to form a cohesive whole, capturing the sixty 
five bay-side suburbs which encircle the Port Phillip Bay.

Generated from topographical survey data, the design and manufacturing 
process created an abstract yet geographically accurate outline of the 
foreshore, capturing an ever-changing boundary at this present moment in 
time. Each unique piece of shoreline has been designed as a versatile clip that 
can be worn in a number of ways. The collection is displayed in a custom-
made case and each clip is mounted magnetically upon an annotated map of 
the foreshore and surrounding suburbs. Over time, the foreshore is eroded as 
individual pieces are purchased by visitors to the gallery, creating an evolving 
installation that marks the passing of time, a shifting foreshore within the 
gallery store. 

Architect Johan Hermijanto is the founder of Melbourne based 3D printing design studio, 
L’ABATTOIR de PLASTIQUE.

johan hermijanto
digital fabrication designer

melbourne, australia

architecture 2008



E-BRIDGE LCCC

E-Bridge LCCC is a childcare center catereing for the teaching and caring of 
five hundred students, comprising infant and toddler care, as well as nursery 
and kindergarten schooling. The overall design intent was to create sheltered 
play areas which allow a spill-over of activities to the exterior, expanding 
the classrooms beyond the walls. The classrooms modules are planned in a 
curvilinear form spreading across two storeys, which form five semi-enclosed 
and fully sheltered courtyards. The toilet modules are attached to the external 
perimeter of the curved form, and directly connected to the classrooms. 

The five courtyards, named as the ‘pods’, provide safe play areas that 
encourage interaction amongst children. The classrooms around these 
courtyards unfold in a playful form that allows for exploration, and extending 
the learning experience beyond the classrooms. Each pod has a different 
theme which allows various play and learning activities such as water play, 
sand play, treehouse and food atelier. The roof terrace also gives opportunity 
for class activities to be held in a safe open environment.

Ho Tzu Yin is the Deputy Managing Director of LAUD Architects Pte Ltd. Established in 2004, LAUD 
is a small/medium sized firm that designs a wide range of projects, including high-rise residential, 
institutions, place of worships, industrial, education and single family dwelling projects. Several of 
their projects have won the Singapore of Architect (SIA) Design Award, as well as being shortlisted 
for the World Architectural Festival (WAF) Awards. LAUD possesses expertise in Sustainable 
Building Design and has been awarded BCA Green Mark Award “GoldPlus” for their residential 
building projects.

tzuyin ho
architect

singapore

architecture 1999



REPUBLIC OF KOREA AIR FORCE FACILITIES

Carl Hong is currently serving compulsory military service as a Republic of 
Korea Air Force First Lieutenant Officer. In this role he has managed a variety of 
projects from military facilities to civil engineering and also classified projects. 
As construction supervisor he was ordered to plan, manage and direct projects 
that are used for soldiers and civilians. These range from renovations and 
sports fields to military reinforcements. 

Managing projects that suit a purpose for military requirements is different 
from civil projects as there are a many regulatory constraints to consider. 
Working within the Air Force involves negotiating systems of rules and ranks 
of powers with clients who are not average civilians. In undertaking these 
projects Carl has learnt many lessons in solving problems which include 
planning, budgeting, site managing and checking all the regulations. In this 
way looking through the uniformed and ordered lens of soldier has been an 
extraordinary experience. 

Carl Hong is currently working as construction supervisor on military facilities in the Korean Air 
Force, managing over twenty built projects and winning numerous awards during his service. 
In addition to these duties he has constantly participated in design competitions in which he 
works between the lines of reality and imagination. As a Landscape Architect he sees his practice 
as one which involves transforming, developing and revitalizing space. This practice includes 
the integration of urban planning, infrastructure, flora and fauna and water sensitive design to 
efficiently control and provide healthier environments for nature, people and the community. 

seung pyo hong
construction supervisor

south korea

landscape architecture 2012



THE FUZZY BRIDGES

Fuzzy Bridges is the title for a collection of different projects recently 
completed by T22 Architects. The partnership see these projects having similar 
characteristics that together represent their design methodology. Modern 
bridges are physical entities of force, flow and finance. It is rather difficult for 
an architect and engineer to resist the seduction of making a bridge become 
significant by designing it as a heroic landmark. Yet the bridges T22 have 
designed do not intend to represent the result of man-made profit-driven 
standardised structure; instead, they absorb rich values and inspirations from 
important historical and contextual factors from the sites which they inhabit. 

The Qinhuangdao Bridges are road bridges for an infrastructure project 
commissioned by the government in Hebei province near Beijing. They 
will start construction at the end of 2017. The Seoul Bridge is a foot bridge 
competition entry for Seoul City government. The Prague Bridge is an 
exhibition centre extension proposal for an invited competition entry for the 
Prague City Government. 

T22 Architects was founded in Vienna and Shanghai in 2013 by Lin Wang, Toto Hu and Lu Da. T22 
naturally has solid basics and strong intuition about parametric design. With the help of emerging 
technologies, the firm established an innovative, integrated, articulated design methodology, 
aimed at improving sustainable development and man’s coexistence with nature. Environmental 
concerns, structural optimization, BIM coordination and algorithmic formation, have made it 
possible for T22 to provide sophisticated and intricate strategies at the early design stage and 
rapidly respond to design changes during design development to improve construction quality and 
enhance the built outcome.

toto hu
architect

shanghai, china

architecture 2012



‘S’ HOUSE

Standing amongst developer’s standard houses in a cluster of a high-end 
residential complex, this house aims to bring a new perspective of a modern 
home that is comfortable, efficient, and practical yet visually pleasing. Open 
plan, high ceiling level, large openings, inner courtyard, and a bright coloured 
interior were products of the carefully thought out design process, allowing 
the owner to have the flexibility of a space as the house grows throughout the 
years.

As a tropical house, sun direction played important role in the design process. 
The space programme has been carefully designed in a way to maximise the 
natural daylight, which casts different interesting shadows throughout the 
house, depending on the hours, offering the inhabitant the experience of 
random ambiences. A number of trials were undertaken in exploring materials 
and applications technique during the design and construction process. What 
might appear as a very simple house design required a lot of thought and 
effort in order to achieve the comfort and quality of the space within the 
limited budget. 

Since graduating from RMIT, Meyliza Kotama has had the opportunity to collaborate with talented 
professionals in many industries and engage in various cross-discipline projects. Her work spans 
many design streams ranging from architectural and interior design, furniture, signage and 
graphics to theme-parks, fashion runway, business cards and books. She believes that interior 
design is a complex spatial experience which requires passionate thought and attention to 
excellent detail in every aspect and feature.

meyliza kotama
interior designer

surabaya, indonesia

interior design 2005



MIRAGE BY THE LAKE, CYBERJAYA, MALAYSIA

In this large scale housing development’s qualitative design outcomes and 
environmental sustainability were achieved through the resolution of overall 
site density. Natural basins formed the site’s planning geometry, avoiding large 
scale excavation or filling. These connected water bodies cumulate to form the 
core of an open space network, and to further contribute to the legibility of 
the organization of the site. The lakes and other water bodies within the site 
also allow for abundant planting that tempers the tropical heat and humidity. 

As a response to the particularities of social need and housing preferences in 
Malaysia, high rise apartment forms were juxtaposed with familial occupancy 
town houses. This was seen as a radical combination of two building types 
usually seen at the extremes in terms of housing density. Construction was 
achieved by innovative building techniques and “controlled simplicity” within 
the development. The harnessing of regional materials, strategic planning of 
land parcels and development phasing made this sustainable iconic design 
feasibly affordable.

AK+ is an open-minded, innovative architectural and design praxis that sets the rules and plays 
a smarter game. Our methods are within complete command of convention, yet our visions are 
unconventional and our results are unique. Our brand promise is simple, we value the honesty of 
established axioms while striving to create new ones. Our design is a blend of the fundamentals 
of the past and the optimism of the present. AK+ is open, experimental, collaborative, and 
progressive. We exist to cultivate a meaningful culture for tomorrow. 

alan kueh
architect

singapore

architecture 2003



BALANPO VISITOR CENTER

The Balanpo visitor center is located in Changtang town, a suburb near 
Nanning City, Guangxi, China. Inspired by the kaleidoscope and the repetition 
of elements the building employs the hexagon as the main design element. 
The facade design employs six thousand colored glass bricks which will show 
different natural light effects inside the building at different times of the day 
and in different weather conditions. 

Within the twenty four meter high visitor tower a double spiral staircases 
brings visitors to the highest point of the building, offering a panoramic view 
of the surrounding countryside. The tower is constructed so that each piece of 
glass is angled to create a kaleidoscopic quality to the reflected light within the 
structure.

Elia Yi Li works as an architect for the Hualan Design and Consulting Group. Hualan was formed 
in 2007 from the Guangxi Architectural Institute of Comprehensive Design and Research which 
was founded in 1953. The company has over 2000 employees and is the biggest design firm in 
Guangxi province. The practice includes urban planning design, architecture design, municipal 
design, industrial design and project management, with projects all over the world. Hualan has 
received over three hundred national, provincial awards in urban planning, architectural design 
and engineering consultation. It has conducted over forty research projects, obtained twenty-eight 
patents, and participated in more than fifty design regulation compilations. 

elia yi li
interior designer

guangxi, china

interior design 2014



FIFTY SHADES OF INK

The Fifty Shades of Ink exhibition revolved around the concept of 
“consumption” and “displacement”. Through the mediums of painting and 
installation the depiction and implication of metropolitan symbols, human 
behavior and the elements of nature were presented. The exhibition focused 
on an individual’s perspectives of the cityscape, which addressed a wide 
range of issues such as the diminishing nature of Chinese culture, social 
displacement, mental health imbalances and the declining number of bees 
due to resource exploitation. Ultimately the exhibition was a reflection on an 
individual’s pursuit of the ultimate needs in life. 

Danny Liu teaches Chinese ink painting workshops at Chinese University Hong Kong (New Asia 
Institute of Advanced Chinese Studies) and the Academy of Performing Arts. He has a strong desire 
to produce complicated forms of arts through the mediums of traditional and contemporary ink 
with an in-depth appreciation towards Chinese ink paintings. During his career he has received 
several accolades including the Outstanding Award (Chinese painting category) awarded by Hong 
Kong Visual Arts Centre and the 40 Under 40 Award (Art category) by Perspective Magazine and 
was an Art Revolution Taipei 2015 finalist. Danny’s works have been exhibited in Australia, China, 
Korea, Hong Kong, Taiwan and Singapore. His artworks are collected by museum and private 
collectors worldwide.

danny liu
artist

hong kong

fine art 2013



ANCHOVY

The studio was initially faced with challenging existing site conditions in 
a space little over fifty square metres. The original space was quite one-
dimensional so we worked closely with the clients to ensure that the 
materiality of the interior was warm and layered without feeling too refined. 
The palette consists of granite, brass, leather and a striking mustard stone, 
along with the existing timber floor painted in a deep-lacquered aubergine. 

The two-toned linen and velvet curtain gently welcomes visitors as they enter. 
A coarse grey cement render is loosely trowelled on half of the interior walls, 
contrasting with the softness of the off-white French plaster above, adding a 
touch of craft. The banquette was designed to provide a sense of enclosure 
for customers, a key requirement for our clients. Graphite mirror rests neatly 
behind the banquets to give the appearance of a larger interior. Classic Thonet 
‘Hoffman’ timber chairs and stools complement the joinery and layer the space 
with just the right amount of warmth and act as a subtle nod to the past. 

Renowned for their artistic approach to interior design, Fiona Lynch is a design studio that excels 
in achieving beautiful and genuine outcomes across retail, hospitality and residential projects. 
Inventive use of space, materials and custom detail are the creative hallmarks of the practice. With 
over twenty years of experience, award winning director Fiona Lynch has worked with Australia’s 
best. She leads a multidisciplinary team with expertise in architecture and interior design. With 
each project, the studio’s work gains the respect of industry peers whilst individual projects 
regularly generate media coverage in national and international titles.

fiona lynch
interior designer

australia

interior design 2000



PICCOLO MONDO CAFÉ & RESTAURANT

The restaurant Piccolo Mondo is located in the city of Tongxiang, which is 
close to Wuzhen, the famous ancient water town in southern China. Piccolo 
Mondo is an Italian word meaning “small world”, so this three-storey café and 
restaurant is a combination of various cultures both Chinese and Western. 
Introducing a European café into a small Chinese city has involved exploring 
the balance between the unknown and the familiar, to make this welcoming 
café a perfect blend of classic and modern touches.  

While we designed the interior space based on functional requirements, we 
also designed a program for staff to serve customers, we set up all service 
stands alongside the staff’s service routes and standing points for each waiter/
waitress, so they can take care of their customers in particular area. We think 
that a good dining space should be a great balance of the foreground (the 
dish), background (interior design and music) and middle layer (people’s flow), 
and to design people’s movement in the space is actually the most important 
part of creating the space’s atmosphere. 

During his studies in Melbourne, the local coffee culture attracted Michael Yizhou Ma deeply. 
It was not just the wonderful coffee drink itself, but also the rich city life rhythm and the café 
atmosphere that deeply touched him. He realised that each café has its own characteristics, and 
those which are particularly good cafes are a great combination of brand operations, interior 
design, product quality control and personnel management. Upon graduating from RMIT, he 
initially followed the path of the Interior Design professional working in a local Hangzhou design 
firm. However his love of coffee culture led to a position as product manager for Metoocafe which 
allowed him to combine both of his passions, coffee and design. In 2016, Michael (along with a 
group of partners) established their own brands, Picolo Mondo Café and the Petit M Design Studio.

yizhou ma
restauranteur / designer

tongxiang, china

interior design 2011



PUBLIC PROGRAM & EDUCATION HUB - BIENNALE OF SYDNEY

The project was the winning entry of the national Open Agenda Competition, 
2016-2017. The competition was aimed at supporting a new generation of 
experimental architecture in Australia and New Zealand. The project is a series 
of flexible foam components that are able to expand and contract depending 
on the many functions the Biennale required for each of its events. 

The project explored how contaminations of ‘other’ typologies can assist in 
re-inventing programmatic organisation, form and spatial arrangements. It 
sought to amplify and exaggerate the qualities and behaviours of type through 
rule-based design methodologies. 

The design dwelled on Cockatoo Island’s naval history reimagining it as a 
stratified and folded topography for educational and public programmes. 
It created continuous visual links that merged circulation with function, 
human interaction and events within the field. This field created a fictional 
environment where interaction, spectacle and fun were of prime importance.

Patrick Macasaet and Vei Tan lead the design, make and research studio superscale. They 
view their roles as designers, storytellers, makers, researchers, educators, entrepreneurs, 
diy-ers, material detectives and daydreamers. The practice seeks to expand their creative 
reach from architecture to spatial and material explorations; from investigative research to 
playful interventions.

patrick macasaet
         vei tan

architects
melbourne, australia

architecture 2011



CHARCHAR BAR & GRILL

Charchar Bar and Grill is a restaurant located in the heart of Seminyak, Bali. 
The architecture is a response to and a celebration of the vibrant pedestrian 
circulation in Jl Kayu Aya, not found in many Indonesian cities. This is achieved 
by creating a tribune/stair structure overlooking the bustling street, creating 
interaction between both guests and pedestrians passing, allowing the vibrant 
ambience of the street into the indoor space. The ground floor is an indoor 
restaurant influenced by pan-asian culture and geometrys. The first floor, 
connected by a ramp to the ground floor, is an outdoor dining area covered by 
permeable secondary skin and greenery, which provides good air circulation.

Felandro Madjid established MINT-DS with two other architects and an interior designer. The 
team had many years of professional design experiences prior to forming the partnership. Every 
project is approached through a cohesive cooperation between the designer, client and other 
distinct required disciplines. Therefore, each project results are varied and distinct, relative to its 
brief and context. Our inspiration derives from our constant observation of the context in relation 
to the contemporary living. We continuously question and challenge these common conceptions 
in order to create and propose a new approach of living and inhabiting space. We believe that a 
good project should be able to be conceived through the relationship between its form, spatial 
experience and context.

felandro madjid
architect

jakarta, indonesia

architecture 2008



ROBOTICPLUS DESIGN STUDIO

The project explored the idea of creating a multi-disciplinary design 
environment that can bring people with different expertise to work together. 
The 172 square meters studio is located in a creative park in Shanghai CBD, 
which used to be a garage space for a big mechanical company. The design 
takes the advantages of the 4.8 meters ceiling height and simple square 
floor layout to build an open office that integrates design, research, digital 
fabrication and social activities. Two Kuka robots take up half of the space, 
unlike an industrial factory where robots are highly secured behind metal 
screens; the robots in RoboticPlus Design Studio are more friendly. Modern 
digital technology has equipped the robots with perception so that they can 
easily interact with designers. 

The rest of the space is made of timber and steel, the contradiction between 
warm yellow and cold black establishes an intricate relationship between work 
and relaxation. The two storey steel structure accommodates a design library 
and office space above and two glass meeting rooms underneath. The grey 
paint gradually changes from dark to light from floor to the wall and ceiling, 
ensuring the coherence of open visual connectivity within the studio.

RoboticPlus (大界) is a multi-disciplinary design studio that innovatively utilizes robotic technology 
in the field of creative industries such as art, architecture and entertainment. The studio is made 
up of a collective, interdisciplinary group that brings together professionals from various fields of 
practice in the digital society: artists, programmers, engineers, mathematicians and architects. 
RoboticPlus aims to go beyond the boundaries between art, science, technology and creativity, 
through human machine interaction and artificial intelligence. 

hao meng
multi-disciplinary design

shanghai, china

architecture 2012



PERCY STOOLS

The ‘Percy Stools’ form a series of furniture that are 3D printed by a robot and 
designed by an algorithm. They represent the beginnings of an exploration 
into the intersection of product design, robotic fabrication, and algorithmic 
design. The algorithm incorporates the material characteristics of the plastic, 
and the quirks of the robot, to produce a unique tool path for every stool. The 
algorithm also ensures the production is correct for every stool. A combination 
of strict and loose rules, combine in the algorithm to maintain the products 
topology, and to allow the robot’s quirks to produce unique and functional 
support within the interior. The stools begin to show the relationship between 
complex fabrication, algorithm and designer.

Ryan Penning’s practice is based on the exploration of how robotic fabrication will affect product 
design. Robotic fabrication, as opposed to automation, enables product designs to express 
creativity in new ways. The algorithm is used to assist the designer in the control of these complex 
fabrication techniques. His work aims to challenge the archetypes of design currently employed by 
designers and manufacturers that are imposed on us by conventional machines and processes. It 
aims to show the world that algorithms and robotic fabrication can produce viable products.

ryan pennings
robotic fabrication

melbourne, australia

industrial design 2015



PAINTING WITH CONCRETE

This project is a series of hand-crafted objects developed from an interest 
in concrete crafting and plants. The design process explored the fluidity of 
concrete molding and its ability to create limitless forms, colors and textures 
through the innovative use of basic and inexpensive raw materials.

Tessalin has worked under renowned award-winning firms such as Bird de la Coeur Architects 
(Melbourne), Aedas (Singapore) and Broadway Malyan, she has acquired a diverse portfolio that 
ranges from residential, commercial, master-planning and even vision planning covering an area of 
80,000 acres in Malaysia.

In 2013 Tessalin founded KOLA Design from her continual interest and passion for crafts and 
designed spatial experiences. Concurrently, she lectured at Singapore Polytechnic in the School of 
Architecture and Built Environment.  In this role she promoted cross-disciplinary learning through 
collaboration with contemporary artist Boedi Widjaya to explore mapping-through-drawing with 
students in Setouchi, Japan.  Similarly, she has collaborated with concrete specialist, Jay Fung 
from LWC prompting a hands-on learning on materiality for students to investigate alternative 
architectural concrete finishing.

tessalin ng
object designer

malaysia / singapore

architecture 2001



DAMANSARA HEIGHTS RESIDENCE

This is a home for a couple, their two teenage children, their domestic help 
and a dog. A spacious, but not large home, complete with a pool. A small 
private entrance at the end of a cul-de-sac opens up at the side, and slopes 
down to the street that is about one storey lower. This elevates the house 
giving it privacy and nestles it among the street’s canopy of trees.

The main spaces of the house, including the swimming pool, are planned to 
take advantage of the street’s canopy. They are arranged in two ‘boxes’.  The 
larger ‘box’ facing the green canopy accommodates the main spaces : the 
living, dining and open kitchen below, the master bedroom complete with a 
luxurious bathroom, walk-in wardrobe and television room above. The smaller 
‘box’ houses the study, the guest room and back of house area below, with the 
children’s rooms and a prayer room above. The two ‘boxes’ are connected by 
a sky lit spine that culminates with an open tread stair and ends at the double 
volume foyer below.  Light brise soleil filters light through the spine. 

Ideas surrounding the design included: How to make a large volume look light; 
How to tread lightly on the ground; How to create more “ground” when the 
built-up covers all ground; How to provide a distinguished timeless home that 
the one could age in and occupy beyond a generation. 

SKY db was founded in 2010 by three experienced architects who share the same passion and 
vision. SKY believes in holistic approach to building design where good architecture not only 
provides functional space but aesthetically appealing. We learn, create and communicate. In 
association with T+Y architects, we provide Master Planning, Conceptual Design, Architectural 
Design and Interior Design. 

lina ooi
architect

malaysia

architecture 1999



FAUX SHAGREEN COLLECTION

One of most sought after materials in luxury hospitality and residential 
projects is Shagreen. The stingray, a creature of the deep sea, has captivated 
the human mind and imagination for centuries. Its skin is believed to have 
special power and bring good luck and prosperity to its bearer. The ancient 
Egyptians valued stingray skin for its unique beauty and durability. Of all the 
exotic leathers, Shagreen is regarded as the most intriguing and prized luxury 
material, lending a powerful presence in any space with its unique quality and 
elegance, and distinctive “pearl” nodules texture.

Due to demand in top end hospitality projects, CushCush has paid tribute to 
nature’s most precious skin by developing its range of Faux Shagreen material, 
each carefully cast, inlaid and finished by hand, through numerous meticulous 
steps and techniques used, to achieve a high level of natural Shagreen look 
and feel. CushCush Faux Shagreen has been specified and made into feature 
panelling and custom guestroom amenities for Four Seasons Singapore, 
Mandarin Oriental Dubai and Ritz Carlton Sanya, China.

CushCush, co-founded in 2002 by Jindee Chua and Suriawati Qiu, is a boutique design and 
production studio based in Bali, Indonesia. Through thoughtful detailing, careful sourcing of 
unique materials and artisanal craftsmanship, CushCush is the partner of choice for architects, 
designers and artists. The studio supplies customized designs and products for luxury hospitality 
and residential projects worldwide. 

suriawati qiu
interior objects

denpasar, bali

interior design 1999



VILLA INSIDE AND OUT

This project is in a suburb thirty minutes from Kuala Lumpur, popular for local 
natural attractions and staycations. Within the rear of a three acre site, with 
existing infrastructure, landscape and scattered buildings, lies a holiday villa 
made of 20’ and 40’ shipping containers with three bedrooms, two bathrooms, 
and a multipurpose area. Its location and orientation were determined to suit 
surrounding amenities as a piece of a puzzle. 

To save construction time and reduce works on site, the villa was designed 
as three separate elements, a platform, prefabricated boxes and a cover. 
Interpreted as an industrial Malay Kampung House a square tiered steel roof 
with a skylight hovers above the boxes creating a stack effect. Passive cooling 
and lighting is implemented through large openings in the containers. 

The villa’s layout allows it to be used as a whole, separately or partially, 
catering for different needs. Both containers protect privacy, valuables and 
services yet are able to expand outwards physically and visually despite their 
compact space. They are arranged in an L shape, wrapping around a semi-
outdoor common area for cooking, dining, swimming and open air cinema.

AbRAZ ARKITEK is a family owned partnership firm that has been in practice since 1st April 1985. 
AbRAZ achievements are best demonstrated by their completed projects ranging from urban and 
mixed developments, a stadium, multi-storey office buildings, institutions, various types of mass 
housing, to privately owned bungalows and interior works. Their recent and youngest addition Ar. 
Nur Safuraa Abd Razak has since welcomed more experimental and diverse projects into the firm, 
focussing on user experience in a micro scale to achieve a macro effect.

safuraa razak
architect

kuala lumpur, malaysia

architecture 2011



THE FENCER

The Fencer was a fashion film project that aimed to inspire women to push 
beyond their limits, believe in themselves and face their fears. The story was 
about a swordfight between two female fencers, using epees to engage in 
battle. Two of Australia’s best fencers kindly participated in the production.

The heritage listed Victoria Meat Market was chosen as the location for the 
shoot. With its original cobblestone floor and captivating barrel vaulted ceiling 
the space and its atmosphere matched the design vision and provided the 
perfect backdrop for the battle between the duelling fencers. 

The film captured a fascinating outfit changing process throughout the fierce 
encounter between the two combatants. The sport of fencing, and the women 
behind it, merged with the cutting-edge fashion design of Zephyr Graham to 
create an innovative and unique Australian production. 

Joyce Jin Song is currently a graphic and interior designer on residential projects (townhouses, 
apartments and houses) for the Melbourne based firm, dixcreative. She saw the opportunity to 
work as as a project assistant producer on the fashion-based project as a great honour. Her role 
involved developing the design concept, finding the site and structuring the story board of the 
film. ‘The Fencer’ was nominated as one of the Top 5 finalists for Virgin Australia Melbourne 
Fashion Festival (VAMFF) -2017 Fashion short film series.

jin song
interior design / film production

hangzhou / melbourne

interior design 2015



100PP

Ministry of Design (MOD) was commissioned to strategise, brand and design 
a creative epicentre for the emerging black collar creative class, in the more 
gritty side of Singapore. In recent years, design firms have been migrating 
out of the CBD areas, gravitating towards more affordable light industrial or 
warehouse districts, with larger floor plates and higher ceilings. 

MOD chose to exploit the sea-fronting context of the site, by introducing a 
series of stepped balconies across the different floor levels, so the building 
appears to be shifting away from the busy elevated highway fronting the 
building. Shifting the building laterally creates a sense that it comprises a series 
of dynamic blocks, stacked one above the other, rather than a static singular 
block. This allows the building to create a unique profile against the skyline, 
creating an iconic presence. The stripes generate horizontal visual movement 
across the building and emphasize the “shifting and stacked” nature of the 
different volumes. 

David Tan is Director of Projects at Ministry of Design in Kuala Lumpur. MOD questions where the 
inherent potential in contemporary design lies, and then to disturb the ways they are created or 
perceived – redefining the world around us in relevant and innovative ways, project by project. 
Fortified with these aspirations, they begin each distinct project anew by seeking to do two things 
– to draw deeply from the context surrounding each project, but also to dream freely so that we 
might transcend convention. Each MOD project endeavours to be delightfully surprising but yet 
relevant, distinctly local but still globally appealing.

david tan
architect

kuala lumpur, malaysia 

architecture 2003



CRANE HOUSE

The Crane House is a new home for a local Chinese family which was 
completed in 2016. The design embraces the use of natural materials and 
is dominated by the terracotta tiles and off- form concrete on the building 
facades. The house orientates itself towards the west of the site and is 
wrapped in a monolithic tiled façade. 

The freely folded planes articulate the roof form into the building object 
resulting in the unorthodox envelope. Due to the proximity of neighbouring 
properties in this semi-detached house, the integration of skylights plays a 
significant role in providing sufficient light into the house, working to form an 
interesting play of light and shadow within the interior. 

Zeeson Teoh is a design architect at Red Bean Architects in Singapore. RBA is a creative studio of 
architects and designers founded in 2009 by Teo Yee Chin that has built up an acclaimed body of 
work. Since its inception, RBA has been discerning in accepting commissions and has taken no 
more than six projects a year. RBA focuses on delivering each project very well, starting from a 
thorough design and documentation process to a hawk-eyed control of the construction works 
on site. RBA’s approach to each project originates from the studio’s concerns with Urbanism, 
Sustainability, History and Ethics. Architecture transcends mere Building. Every piece of 
Architecture is seen as a beautiful and unique construction that has the potential to contribute to 
society, activate the city, and enrich human history. 

zeeson teoh
design architect

singapore

architecture 2012



BRIDGE HOUSE 2

Bridge House 2 has been designed for a young family and is a serene, 
sculptural oasis on a busy suburban street in West Brunswick. The area is 
primarily residential, though there is notable commercial and industrial 
presence that represents all eras of the street’s development, starting with the 
Victorian.In response to the site condition, the building “turns it back” to the 
street and internalises its views, focussing on three courtyards around which 
all the home’s spaces and program are organised. 

The main living space and sleeping areas are separated by an elevated, 
connecting bridge with the bedrooms located at the rear boundary, away from 
the noise of the street. Each room has an intimate view into its own courtyard 
garden.  The brick feature walls, which wrap from the exterior into the internal 
spaces of the central living areas, are constructed from handmade bricks, 
referencing a commonly used material in West Brunswick. Bridge House 2 may 
present as a new urban form, but it equally engages with the streetscape by 
utilising materials and forms that have a strong sense of place and belonging.

Delia Teschendorff Architecture (DTA Pty Ltd) is a Melbourne based architecture practice. The 
practice is actively engaged in an innovative approach to design and has won numerous industry 
awards. The focus of the practice to each individual project is unique, as each brief, site and client 
demands a different approach and presents a different problem to solve. Research is an important 
component of the design process at DTA. A projects inspiration may be drawn from history, an 
investigation of site or broader influences including music and literature. Each project presents 
the opportunity to research materials and new construction methods, exploring the most cost 
effective and sustainable solutions. This approach ensures a unique experience of place for the 
user and the buildings position in the greater urban fabric.

delia teschendorff
architect

melbourne, australia

architecture 1999



LILT

Lilt is a lineal composition of dark ceramic vessel forms, each with an animated 
lightness and expressiveness, delicately poised, in a state of stable equilibrium. 
The moment where each touches the ‘ground’ is, a point of fascination: an 
intriguing space where the curve of the form kisses the surface upon which it 
gently rests. Similar, though never quite touching, the space created between 
the curves of the forms speaks of distance or of intimacy, both in a physical 
and emotional sense. These moments in space and time are the essence of the 
work. 

This series of photographs illustrate a progression of ideas in the development 
of Lilt. There is a musical energy to this work, an abstracted dynamism 
reflecting at times, staccato and then relaxing to legato, created through 
the rhythmic grouping and spacing of these vessel forms, each seemingly in 
motion and ripe with life. The images feature seminal processes and works 
that have triggered ideas and designs for new works, revealing the influence 
that past works have had on current and future works. 

An artist and designer, Belinda Winkler’s practice spans ceramics, sculpture, public art and design. 
A maker by nature, she is happiest when covered in plaster and surrounded by an array of fresh 
warm casts, each imbued with the tension and pressure of its creation and loaded with potential.  
At the heart of her practice is the poetic notion of a sense of life within form. A recurring thread 
within her work is the relationship between forms, where curve almost meets curve, nearly, 
but not quite touching, creating a spatial tension, charged with anticipation. Such curves invite 
associations beyond the visual and the intellectual. They are evocative, and thus have the potential 
to generate connections, sensually, emotionally and imaginatively. 

belinda winkler
artist / designer

hobart, australia

doctor of philosophy 2014



CRUISE VOLUME TWO

CRUISE Volume Two explores the irregularities of contrasting shapes, 
overlapping details and oversized silhouettes. The result is a controlled yet 
fluid expression of women. The Carana dress features a boxy cut with hidden 
shoulder pleats to create a structured silhouette . The dress has a roomy fit 
with side pockets. The Caturi shirt dress sports a drawstring waist and cap 
shoulder sleeves. The timeless piece is perfect for workday or weekend chic. 
The Caman top comes with a “deconstructed” collar and gathered details 
around the waist. The Cozan denim bare-shoulder dress sports a voluminous 
silhouette. The flare sleeves come with ribbon detailing for that feminine 
touch.

Regarded as one of the first quintessential Singapore designers to pioneer new grounds in the 
Singapore fashion scene, Nic Wong has always been accredited for his meticulous attention to 
geometrically quirky details in his understated designs. The crisp cleanliness of his designs is 
typical of his sensitivity towards technical construction.

In 2001, Nic bagged the Atelier East Design Excellence Award for Fashion Design and scored a 
scholarship to pursue his studies in fashion design with Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology. 
Upon graduation with distinctions, he was voted as one of the Singapore’s top ten fashion 
graduates and was awarded with the category of Best Menswear Collection. Subsequently, Nic 
emerged winner of the Mercedes Benz Asia Fashion Award (Singapore) in 2004 with his first 
womenswear collection. These achievements propelled the launch of his first fashion label, 
Nicholas in 2005. The widely recognized label represents Nic’s unique aesthetics and impeccable 
workmanship. In 2009 & 2012, Nic spearheaded SATURDAY (#iwearsaturday) and CRUISE 
(#iwearcruise) that rises to regional fame with its new take on fashion basics. 

nic wong
fashion designer

singapore

fashion design 2003



FINDING PLAYFULNESS IN THE EVERYDAY

Finding Playfulness in the Everyday is an ongoing intervention on the dynamics 
of public space in cities. It revolves around the idea of breaking the routine of 
modern city life and encouraging off-track actions through a series of playful 
installations, tactile sculptures and reciprocal actions. 

The artworks are set up in a collection of city spaces that play different roles 
in the city context. These spaces vary from enclosed construction site gantries 
to semi-open office buildings. The project reflects the trait of city dwellers 
who are lacking in terms of their level of physical engagement with their city 
surroundings and buried under an excessive amount of digital information. The 
purpose of the project is to draw attention back to the physical public spaces 
and generate a sense of belonging to the city for its inhabitants. 

Amy Ping Yan is a Melbourne-based artist who works at the intersection of spatial design, 
urbanism and graphic communication to produce new experiences for city-based communities. 
She uses current events in the city as inspiration for works that reveal her ambiguity and dilemma 
in responding to both positive and negative effects of rocketing development in contemporary 
urban environments. She creates her artwork in an experimental and intuitive way which 
considers site-analysis and on-site testing the most essential part of the process. Her practice 
involves the visual modification of urban space through human body gestures and the setting up 
of playful events to awaken city-based communities’ appreciation of physical presence and social 
engagement.

amy ping yan
artist / designer

shanghai, china

interior design 2013    public art 2016



LONDON SHOREDITCH STATION COMPETITION

This M-Arch competition concerned the requalification of the old Shoreditch 
Overground station. The competition aimed at integrating the new upcoming 
and fashionable Shoreditch and the old and multicultural soul of Brick Lane. 
This neighbourhood is renowned for its diversity in its multi-cultural and 
pluralistic society. The ever-growing culture of these collective needs shaped 
our architectural response. The linear site of the old train station portrayed 
an essential opportunity to link Brick Lane to the nearest green of the Allen 
Gardens. 

Limited exposure to the south sun on the lower ground of the station creates 
the damp and undesirable nature of the existing volume. The long north 
and south faces of the site have limited threshold to both the immediate 
residential wall and the train tracks. By reusing the familiar and domestic form 
and features of the existing old train station, a pair of sandwiching volumes of 
a similar kind was introduced. An internal light void of appropriate proportion 
illuminated each of the volumes. The entry done in collaboration with Eu-jin 
Lim received a ‘special mention’ in the final judging of the competition.

Shann Yong moved to Shanghai after graduating from RMIT, where she worked at Atelier FCJZ on 
residential, landscape, and hospitality projects of various scales and sizes. After two and a half 
years in China, she is now based in Hong Kong. Working at Ida&Billy Architects, she is involved 
with both interior and architecture projects which includes infrastructure facilities, private homes, 
commercial spaces, cultural venues and workspaces. 

shann yong
architect

hong kong

architecture 2012



# EXPANDING #

# EXPANDING # is the very first design brief from the COME HERE brand. It 
aims to form a bridge between modern poetry and inner philosophy, to catch a 
fragmentary sense of “expanding” in daily life.  COME HERE is an independent 
designer brand that is passionate about making interactive everyday products 
as a mode of exploration and play. It seeks to appeal to the young, by being 
populist, transient, witty, gimmicky and sexy.

Yunquan Zhang (Aimolii) is a Hangzhou based curator, designer and artist. She was employed by 
ART to ART Design Company as Design Director from 2013 – 2017. As a curator she has organised 
Hangzhou International Design Week (idw) from 2014 – 2017; the furniture design exhibition 
Cubiks in Hangzhou in 2014; the pop up art exhibition Coming/Leaving in Melbourne and 
Hangzhou in 2016; and the art exhibition Through Object in Mao Livehouse in 2016. Aimolii is the 
founder of AIIIII Studio and the associated design product brand COME HERE.

aimolii zhang
curator / designer / artist

hangzhou, china

interior design 2013
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